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Foreword
We traditionally distinguish between the humanities and the natural
sciences. Influenced by the Enlightenment, this distinction has grown
ever stronger. On the other hand, a discipline such as philosophy
attempts to explain human nature and is increasingly reflecting on
the ways that humankind relates to nature. It seems an age is
dawning that we might describe as ‘ecological civilisation’. We are
increasingly coming to understand the relevance of nature to the
workings of our human system. Nature is also giving us ever stronger
warnings, such as climate change, loss of biodiversity and the
depletion of resources, all of which point to the overconfident way
that the human system is currently functioning.
The industrial revolution brought many benefits, but now we need a
new phase in our development: the ecological civilisation. In a
process of learning from nature, a more circular economy is arising as
a new phase in our evolution. This economy harmonises with the way
that nature works and is characterised by dependency, connections,
utilisation and cycles, together with other important natural features.
Janine Benyus, the founder of ‘biomimicry’, notes that nature, which
has now been developing for over 3.6 billion years, has evolved to
find extremely powerful solutions. Other innovators, too, are
presenting new ways of seeing ourselves and our relationship with
nature. Cradle to Cradle, for instance, has increased awareness that
we can add value to the system with our products. As William
McDonough puts it: “Why not construct a building like a tree, which
produces clean air and clean water, which is good for our health and
which creates added value for the diversity of the surroundings?”

In my work I am seeing the demand for ecological expertise grow.
Nature forms the source of inspiration and model for products and
systems, up to the level of transition from a linear to a circular
economy. Working from the basis of science, we will continue to
promote and illuminate the cohesion of the humanities and the
natural sciences. And in doing so, we will continue to facilitate
innovations at both the technological level and at the process and
system level.
This booklet too is a step in this direction. It provides ten examples
from nature that give us new perspectives on the way we act today.
In other words, ten perspectives that help us learn from nature. It’s
readable, handy and applicable for your work as a businessperson,
enterprising citizen, educator or researcher. And these are just ten of
the hundreds of examples, as you will realise yourself after reading
the booklet. The way organisms function and how they interrelate
with each other and their environment is a source of inspiration that
will, I hope, continue to influence me and you too.
Louise M. Vet
Director, Netherlands Institute of Ecology (NIOO)
Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW)
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Ecomimicry, ten perspectives for thinking and doing
FLY LIKE A BIRD Nature is coming! ‘Outdoors is the new indoors’ ran
a headline in a special issue of the NRC newspaper that considered,
among other things, the garden as a living room with appropriately
comfortable garden furniture. You can see it the other way around,
too, because there’s also a design trend that incorporates elements
from nature into indoor household accessories. The lamps with tree
bark prints by Nicolette Brunkhaus, for instance, or the artist and
designer Daan Roosegaarde who learns from deep-sea jellyfish when
designing the highway of the future. More and more people are
rediscovering nature. The highly successful French event Fête de la
Nature came to the Netherlands, and over ten thousand people
visited the activities associated with the Dutch Nature Summit on 22
June 2013. It’s because we are moved by the aesthetics of nature.
This is nothing new. The Spanish architect Gaudi drew his inspiration
from nature. Great thinkers regarded nature as their muse – many of
Leonardo da Vinci’s technological innovations, for instance, were
taken from nature. For example, one of his ideals was to fly like a
bird. The English social scientist Gregory Bateson derived his
ecological and systematic perspective from nature. According to him,
the problem is that nature works differently to the way that people
think. People get stuck when solving problems because they think in
an overly linear way, while nature, and thus the world, is not linear.
In his essays and books Thomas Berry strikingly describes how we
need to realise that we are part of nature and its interrelationships.
Accordingly, in order for us, the human race, to survive we need a
good understanding of how we are connected to nature.

The trend to nature can be seen in other areas, too. It is in the
growing wish to find peace in nature, in the waiting lists for beekeeping clubs and in the rise of vegetable gardens and green roofs in
the city. The business community is also becoming increasingly
interested in this sector. Companies such as DSM are learning from
nature in order to innovate, and fifteen companies, including
Heijmans, Kruidenier and Eneco, have joined together in the Business
& Biodiversity Community of Practice, where they learn from each
other how to include ecosystem services in their corporate strategy.
The website trendwatching.com even cites ‘giving back to nature’ as
one of the crucial consumer trends of 2013 – meaning products and
services that literally bring forth life by making something new grow.
The film-maker and ecologist John D. Lui uses the power of nature to
reclaim degraded land. “I only kick-start mother nature”, he says in a
Tegenlicht documentary entitled Groen Goud (‘Green Gold’).
At the same time biodiversity is being reduced every day, extraction
of raw materials is destroying entire ecosystems and our waste is
forming a plastic soup in the oceans. According to German
philosopher Peter Sloterdijk, evolution in nature means adapting to
your environment, but we humans have turned this on its head. We
adapt our environment. The question is what we can learn if we
return to this environment. Can we learn how to conserve nature or
even to develop it qualitatively? Sustainable development provides
us with a form of solutions with new insights, such as Cradle to
Cradle. These approaches show that it’s not only possible to make
production processes ‘better’, but quite simply to make them ‘good’!
And our economy too, which is viewed as the root of all evil, can take
inspiration from the cyclical patterns of nature. These are new
perspectives that can lead to a world in which humankind and nature
achieve balance.
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Valuable patterns For billions of years nature has been able to
survive successfully on our planet – without harming it in any way.
And although the biomass of all ants on the planet, calculated in
kilograms, is ten times greater than the total biomass of the human
race, ants don’t struggle with waste, traffic jams or unemployment.
Their waste is food for other animals and plants. Their design for a
sustainable lifestyle is a lot better than ours. We aim to use insights
such as these as a source of inspiration for the challenge of
sustainable development.
Plants and animals may have a limited capacity to reflect on
themselves and the world, but in fact nature has many abilities that
we have lost. It is especially good at adapting to changing
circumstances. Humans, on the other hand, think about things,
administer resources and wish to gain mastery. We respond to
uncertainties with rules, imperatives and forecasts, although we
know that we will never be able to control the future. We will always
have to live with elements of insecurity and unpredictability, so it’s
wiser to accept this.
Nature is full of valuable patterns and laws that can give us a new
perspective on our ways of organising, communicating and
functioning. Learning from nature is also sometimes known as
biomimicry. In recent decades this aspect has been receiving
increased attention in the worlds of product development and
architecture as designers are finding inspiration in nature for the
construction of homes and use of materials. This supplies many ideas
for developing sustainable technologies. Imitating the suction pads
on a gecko’s feet, for instance, allows us to dispense with
environmentally unfriendly adhesives. A train design based on the
beak of a kingfisher provides an effective solution for dealing with

differences in air pressure. We introduce Ecomimicry', the art of
learning from ecology. That is how we can learn on relations,
interdependencies and conditions for development. We develop
deeper insights in patterns, processes and systemsthinking based on
ecology. Circular economy is based on living systems. Society can
learn by using ecological principles. That is ecomimicry.
Ecomimicry In this booklet, our main aim is to learn how nature, the
ecology, can help us tackle social issues. We set out ten perspectives
that have inspired us and which we would like to pass on to you,
because they will help you to see yourself, your organisation and
your surroundings in a different way.
We begin each chapter with a societal situation; next we describe the
perspective of nature, the ecology. We conclude with ways you can
apply the perspective taken from nature to the previously described
issue. The booklet concludes with some reflections on leadership,
intended to help you implement this new way of thinking and acting.
If you want to investigate the patterns and laws of nature in more
depth, we refer you to other interesting publications. We too have
consulted these at various times.
We thank Theo van Bruggen for his comments and the
DuurzaamDoor (‘Sustainable Throughout’) programme of NL Agency
for the opportunity to publish this booklet.
We wish you good reading!
Douwe Jan Joustra
Caroline van Leenders
Bowine Wijffels
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Perspective 1

All things of value come back again

Defenceless In 1974 the Dutch poet Lucebert wrote the poem ‘De
zeer oude zingt’ (‘The very old one sings’), containing a famous line
that is translated in English as ‘all things of value are defenceless’.
We usually associate ‘defenceless’ with breakdown and loss. This line
of poetry can refer to social achievements, to culture and to nature,
and above all it’s about things which have difficulty being assigned a
direct economic value. Nature doesn’t defend itself against
breakdown and loss and it’s up to us to recognise its value, to learn
from value, to learn to deal with it and to act in accordance with it.
But that’s not how we treat nature. We exhaust ecosystems and
pollute the soil, the water and the air with the residues of our
production and consumption system. The result is plastic soup in the
oceans, mountains of waste, climate problems, pollution of ground
water and a build-up of toxic substances in nature.
Cyclic process There are many cycles to be found in nature. There
are cycles of substances and of water, long-term chemical cycles and
faster biological cycles. In fact, nature is one big network of cyclic
processes, all of which are driven by the sun. With the help of
photosynthesis, green plants convert water and minerals into
glucose, which forms the basis for nutrients and fuels. These organic
building blocks are stored in roots, leaves and stems. In turn, these
plant parts are eaten by us or by other animals, and of course the
plant itself also uses them to grow. Animals and plants die and trees
drop their leaves. These then become food for smaller organisms,
insects, bacteria and fungi.
These smaller organisms reduce the organic materials in size and
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ultimately break them down into minerals. These in turn form the
nutrients for green plants and thus also for trees.
Trees form part of larger cycles. Through photosynthesis they also fix
CO2 in the trunk, leaves and roots. Photosynthesis is an increasing
focus of interest for science as a defence against climate change and
as a mechanism to produce biofuels by way of algae. When the tree
decomposes, through rotting, fire or other causes, the CO2 is
released again. This process of decomposition is sometimes slowed
because plant remains end up in bogs, brown coal, black coal,
mineral oil and natural gas that contain the CO2. When these
materials are combusted the CO2 is finally released again in high
concentrations. Nothing is lost in nature. Nature does not have any
waste. The substances assembled by the plant thus undergo quite a
journey before they ultimately become available again somewhere as
minerals and so the cycle can begin again.
Circular economy Nature teaches us the importance of circular
systems. Every living thing provides nutrients to other organisms.
Translated into our economic system, this is a concept we call the
circular economy. In a circular economy all things of value come back
again - a concept which is receiving increasing attention, for instance
in the Dutch government’s Green Growth policy and in the EU policy
for a sustainable economy. This means that we all ‘keep house’
together, which is the original meaning of economy: organising
things so that raw materials can be re-used in one way or another. It
also means that we need to keep substances and products in the
chain for longer, an idea also set out in Cradle to Cradle thinking. It’s
all based on the principle ‘waste is food’. In other words, making
products with raw materials that, when the product’s life is over, can
be used again at the same level of quality. You always need to ask

yourself whether you are really adding value to the natural system or
just reducing the harm caused. Adding value is the key task. It applies
to production processes, local or regional development, construction,
creation of chains and social relationships.
Making the circular economy a reality requires great effort and a
reconsideration of existing production and trade systems. At the
moment, recycling is often a form of downcycling, meaning that the
quality of the material becomes less during the recycling process.
This needs to become upcycling – retention of quality, in other
words. This will change the traditional way of dealing with raw
materials. There are unexpected possibilities in this area, as proved
by the way that the La Place restaurant chain deals with its coffee
waste. The coffee grounds are not removed as waste, but instead
used as a culture medium for mushrooms, which are in turn used in
the La Place kitchens.
A circular economy also requires a way of organising our society
when it comes to possession of goods. In an economy based on
natural principles, the cycle is completed by other trade models, for
instance by having the producer remain the owner of a product. For
the users, this change means that they no longer focus on buying and
owning things but instead on the performance of a product. The
consumer doesn’t want a lamp, he wants light. You don’t buy a
television, but instead you pay for images. In the circular economy
the business agreements about the performance level take priority
over usage, and products return to their owners. In Amsterdam a
tenant recently received the first washing machine paid for on the
basis of how often they wash.
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Perspective 2

Cohesion is vital

From A to B If a large company makes the wrong choices then the
CEO is fired. But the culture and structure of the company don’t
change, so one can ask whether this presents a real solution. If traffic
jams get longer then the roads are widened. That’s a very common
type of solution in our society. We isolate an issue and search in a
focused way for solutions. We want to get from A to B as fast as
possible. However, here we often fail to realise that the road we
build also separates left (C) and right (D). If that causes problems
then, in our solution-focused way, we respond by creating new
facilities, such as facilities to allow toad migrations that we had
blocked when we built the road, restoring the connection between
two areas that were initially separated. We are not good at
recognising the complexity of the reality in which we live; complexity
in which everything is related to everything. In science:
interdisciplinary work doesn’t fit into the current approach and thus
becomes a difficult affair.
Complexity Dynamism and change are central concepts on our
planet. Consider the seasons, the tides and the rhythm of day and
night. Life on earth has adapted to these conditions. Plants respond
to the changing of the seasons. As the days lengthen and the average
daytime temperature rises, trees put out their leaves and plants
begin growing by the roadside. If the spring temperatures are
relatively high, then the leaves will start to appear earlier. Equally,
the colouring and falling of leaves in autumn is triggered by a combination of temperature and the shortening of the days. So there is a
subtle connection between the tree or plant and its surroundings.
Nature lives, grows and develops on the basis of this connection.
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Seen from the ecological perspective, nature is a collection of
relationships. Feedback loops lead to a dynamic balance of the
ecosystem. Various types of relationships exist, such as reciprocal,
parasitic and hunter-prey relationships. There are also relationships
at different levels of scale. There are one-to-one relationships
between individuals and relationships between species. There are
connections in networks and there are completely interlinked
ecosystems. The non-living elements of nature, such as sand, stones,
water and minerals, also form part of the relationships. Nature is a
complex network of relationships in which everything is connected to
everything. Just consider your own body: an interplay of 50 trillion
cells that function as a whole. A body will start to sweat if it’s warm,
sends a signal from the stomach if the body lacks food and pumps
blood around to all the cells to provide nutrients for the creation of
new cells. Moreover, it’s a system that responds to stress, joy and
traumatic experiences.
An ecosystem is a collection of relationships in a specific area. It is
flexible and open to external influences such as light, temperature
and rain or surface water and to the introduction of minerals or
seeds from elsewhere. If something changes within the ecosystem or
in the external factors influencing it, then the entire system changes.
The presence of feedback loops means that small changes can have
big consequences. The beating of a butterfly’s wing in the Amazon
can cause a hurricane in Florida. A little pebble can cause an
avalanche.
Embrace complexity and relationships Our society consists of
countless relationships. We are becoming increasingly aware of the
relationships involved in the products that we buy. For some years
we have known that the metals in our mobile phones are mined

under appalling conditions. Thanks to pressure from civil society
organisations and the media, production chains are becoming
increasingly transparent. This greater insight into contexts is leading
to innovations such as Fairphone, a smartphone made of sustainably
extracted materials in a factory in Congo, where good working
conditions are applied. The Fairphone is easy to repair.
If we start seeing organisations as a complex of relationships, the
world looks different. There are relationships between departments,
teams and staff departments, and relationships with customers and
suppliers. There is a relationship with the government, for instance
through tax regulations, and even an abstract term like economic
climate has an influence on the organisation. If an organisation is
seen as a collection of relationships, then a manager will direct and
lead in a corresponding way. He has a different perspective to a
manager who sees his work only in terms of output or formal agreements. Customer satisfaction, fair trade and chain responsibility will
become more important issues.
People sometimes lament that the world has become so complex.
But in fact that’s how the world is: complex. If you want to find good
solutions to problems, then it doesn’t help to reduce the complexity,
which can sometimes even have perverse effects. It’s more helpful to
embrace complexity and to focus on the relationships between the
various elements of a system - to work on the basis that everything is
connected to everything. On the internet, there are large and active
LinkedIn groups dealing with these issues, for instance discussing the
theory of systemic thinking. These issues are also being given
increasing attention in training and in courses.
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Perspective 3

Resilience and tipping points

Overstretched Banks used to be stable institutions, but in 2008
things went badly wrong. Since then one bank after another has
collapsed. Up until then, banks’ profits had given them plenty of
leeway to do business and the growth of capital through interest
kept the banks up and running. But the bubble thus created suddenly
burst. The economy stopped growing and governments had to keep
pumping money into banks in order to rescue them. We could have
seen it coming, because there were plenty of signals. Unemployment
had been rising for some time and the property market had been
stagnant for years. The economic system, once so resilient, seemed
to be exhausted. At the personal level too, you can suddenly discover
that you’re overstretched and have reached the end of the line.
Suddenly a hard-working, energetic employee has to stay at home
with burnout. Often in retrospect there were warning signs, but the
consistently dynamic worker was too busy to heed these signs.
Optimisation In nature, small or larger changes are constantly
taking place in the surroundings. For example, there may be a shift in
the weather, a certain species may establish itself in the area or a
tree may fall and thus create an open space in the forest. Sometimes
the disruptions are minor and sometimes they are dramatic: just
consider infestations of pests, storms, fires, long-term droughts or a
slow climate change. Resilient ecosystems are able to ride out these
changes. They can be survived because the system adapts to the new
situation. Nature’s ability to be resilient is based on various principles
such as optimisation and local adaptation. The chance of survival in
nature is greater if you aim for an optimal situation instead of the
9

maximum you can achieve. Such an optimum often involves a
compromise between growing as much as possible and remaining
resilient in order to deal with setbacks. When a bee colony reaches a
certain size, it splits up and part of the colony leaves to settle
somewhere else. Expressed in human terms, if the bee colony
doesn’t have enough living space, has problems transporting food,
then it reacts: a tipping point is reached in which a new queen is
raised and the colony swarms in order to settle at a new location.

impoverished and suddenly collapses. This point of change is known
as the tipping point. A pond suddenly turns green with algae, and a
houseplant suddenly goes all yellow. The Wageningen-based
biologist Marten Scheffer has discovered that we can see the signals
leading up to tipping points in ecosystems. One of the signals is that
the system suddenly becomes significantly slower in reacting to small
disturbances or that systems start ‘flickering’ shortly before the
tipping point and respond in a fitful way to disruptions.

An ecosystem constantly responds to changes and seeks a new
balance. Nature does this by adapting to the local circumstances. If
lightning strikes and causes a forest fire, then the circumstances
change: plants and animals show the resilience to start over. They
react independently to stimuli from their surroundings. This usually
takes place at the local level but nature also shows resilience on a
larger scale. Desert formation, floods and extreme weather are also
circumstances to which nature responds. In the desert too, an
ecosystem forms which grows and blossoms, albeit on a more limited
scale. Nature doesn’t reinstate what existed before. The resilience of
the system is contained in nature: a new and appropriate system
arises.

Resilient systems Many politicians advocate economic growth as a
solution to the crisis of our economic system. By doing so they cling
desperately to the old system, even though all the signs indicate that
this system is weakening. If we regard our economic system as an
ecosystem then it would seem to have long passed its optimal point.
It is showing all the characteristics of a system that is about to
collapse. It is flickering, also in the long term. In the 1970s there was
an oil crisis, in the 1980s a period with high unemployment, and this
century has seen the collapse of the mortgage market. The signals
indicate that we are close to a tipping point. There is no point in
working harder in the old system. Just like nature, as circumstances
change we have to find a path to a new system with a new balance.

Ecosystems develop in the course of time. This is a process known as
succession. A sand drift is slowly covered with lichens, which creates
fertile ground for plants, bushes and trees. The ecosystem continues
to develop until it reaches the optimal situation for the circumstances, such as a beech wood or a rain forest. This situation too
continues to be an interaction between eating or being eaten and the
physical circumstances. If major disruptions occur the system
changes into a different system. There is an optimum at the level of
the system beyond which the ecosystem becomes vulnerable,

Companies show the same reflexes as politicians. As profits diminish,
they often seek to maximise the business processes. The same work
is carried out by fewer people, the profit margins become smaller
and they hope for better times. But as times change, so the business
system needs to change as well. The principle of resilience demands
that we heed the signs of growing weakness and move towards a
new system. This applies to people, too. Long before the burnout
point is reached, there are signals that something is wrong: you don’t
feel refreshed after a holiday or you react to things more intensely.
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Perspective 4

Growth is a delicate affair

Speed and decay Time is an important shaping factor in the growth
and decline of cities and villages. De Bijlmer, a new urban
development on the edge of Amsterdam where a residential district
was created from nothing, is a clear example of this. In practice it
quickly transpired that uniformity of homes and a very one-sided
population does not lead to a stable and liveable neighbourhood.
Over the years greater variation has arisen, together with a new
vibrancy. Another major issue in the Netherlands is unoccupied office
buildings, which often leads to less management and maintenance. If
no investments are made in buildings, it quickly becomes obvious
that doing nothing leads to decay. Sometimes you even see trees
growing through the roof!
Growth and destruction In nature, processes of growth or building
require time and the input of energy. In order for growth to happen,
the right materials need to come together and the process generally
takes a lot of time. This doesn’t only apply to growth; maintenance
too costs energy. In processes of destruction this energy is released
again. This relates to the entropy of the system. Entropy, an
important term in thermodynamics, is a degree of order and
disorder. Nature teaches us that everything in nature tends to decay
from a high level of order to a low level of order and in the process to
release the stored energy. In other words, all things have the
tendency to fall apart.
Iron changes into rust and rotting leaves into compost. The more
something falls apart, the higher the entropy or the freely available
energy. If we don’t do anything, then everything decays to dust,
minerals and gases. This creates nutrients for growth in nature.
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Nature has highly complex forms and ecosystems. It took a lot of
time to develop these, and the same goes for all processes of growth
or structuring. The time factor affects the quality of the system: the
more time, the higher the quality of the growth or structure. At the
same time, growth requires time. The oak tree grows, but it can last
100 years or more before we get a big, mature oak. This growth of so
many years can be quickly ended by disease or a chainsaw. From the
long-term perspective this happens in just the blink of an eye.
The quality of growth and structuring processes is determined by the
degree of disruption. The more disruption, the lower the quality is. In
fact a serious disruption such as an infestation of pests or a forest fire
means that an ecosystem often has to start again from scratch. This
shows that decline or destruction in nature is an easier and more
dominant process than growth and structuring. So intervening in
both natural and societal systems requires an understanding of the
level of disruption that the intervention will cause, as well as its
effect.
Putting in energy Building a house can be seen as creating a new
structure from chaos, with the help of materials and energy in the
form of work. The destruction of the house can come about through
the use of mechanical resources or by letting nature take its course.
In the former case, the building and demolition waste often forms a
raw material for burning or for lower-grade re-use. People are able
to destroy things more quickly than nature. Demolition and burning
of waste are quick processes of destruction for carefully structured
materials.
Conserving the stored energy means retaining raw materials and it
reduces the pressure on the environment.

Just as in nature, the quality of a town or city grows throughout the
time that we invest energy and work or devote attention to it. The
Canal District in Amsterdam, for instance, is a highly popular urban
landscape. The basic street plan was created over several decades
and after that it had the time to develop further. Relationships came
about, new functions arose and all the elements became attuned to
each other. Now, hundreds of years later, it is an area characterised
by diversity of buildings, people, businesses and movement, and
featuring a high quality. This took time and a degree of continuity, or
in other words, not too many disruptions and dramatic changes.
In the same way, a well-functioning organisation with the ability to
adapt to changes doesn’t appear out of thin air. It arises over
generations – it needs time. We can observe that family businesses
last for a long time thanks to continuity, intrinsic value and not being
subject to short-term interventions. This continuity also means that
family businesses also seem to be more resilient to changing market
conditions, such as the current financial crisis. If you don’t invest and
devote any energy in a circle of friends, then you’ll find that this too
falls apart. The networks that exist in clubs such as the Rotary or the
Lions are a way of investing in relationships. This applies equally to
football clubs, hockey clubs and any other clubs.
In a circular economy the conservation of materials and raw
materials is a key factor. If this is to happen, we need to keep putting
energy or work into the system or to keep adding materials. This can
create an economic system that works on growth and structure and
that reduces decay and destruction, meaning waste. The energy for
this comes from flow-produced electricity such as solar and wind
power, but work too plays an important role as a form of energy
input for the production system.
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Perspective 5

Diversity as the basis

Deadly monoculture Between 1845 and 1850 the potato blight
caused a disastrous famine in Ireland. Of the 8 million Irish, only 3.5
were still living within the national borders by the start of the 20th
century. More than half the population had died or emigrated.
Agriculture in Ireland was one big monoculture, and consequently a
highly vulnerable system had arisen. When a disease or pest strikes,
it has major consequences. Vulnerable systems can only be protected
from diseases or pests by the use of many pesticides. A lack of
diversity can also be a factor in the structure of towns and cities,
organisations and sectors.
Diversity in nature In nature, diversity means variation in the types
of organisms at a specific location. The more different kinds of
species, the higher the biodiversity. Thanks to their isolated position
and the lack of disrupting influences, species on the Galapagos
Islands were increasingly able to specialise and thus they gave rise to
the biggest diversity of finches anywhere in the world. This teaches
us that diversity needs time and peace to come about. Disruptions by
nature itself or by humans almost always result in a reduction of
diversity and thus a weakening of the system. Time is an important
factor here, because new organisms always need time to establish
themselves. If a location is subject to frequent changes, we often find
just a single species able to establish itself with many individuals.
They cushion the effects of the elements, thus giving new species a
chance as well. And so diversity develops. In natural ecosystems
there is always a development towards greater diversity. In some
areas this leads to an ecosystem with higher biodiversity, such as a
tropical rain forest, while in other ecosystems the conditions are a
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little less favourable for biodiversity, such as on the tundra. Very
homogeneous ecosystems, such as the pine woods in the Veluwe
region of the Netherlands or eucalyptus woods in Portugal, are the
result of planting. The more different kinds of species, the more
diverse interactions and relationships arise in an ecosystem. These
species and relationships make an ecosystem stronger and better
able to deal with unexpected changes. If a species disappears due to
lightning, disease or being eaten on a massive scale then there is sure
to be another species to fill the gap, as adaptive ability increases
together with growth in diversity. An ecosystem with high
biodiversity is resilient and resistant and will recover more quickly
from diseases or other challenges than a monoculture.
Giving space to diversity Organisations with few relationships are
vulnerable. To give an example, when the Saab car manufacturer
filed for bankruptcy, a specialist supplier to the company experienced
how its orders dropped to zero overnight. The supplier had no other
business relations to fall back on. Non-profit organisations that are
mostly dependent on government support are having a tough time in
the present climate of financial cuts. That’s why discussions about
the future of the Dutch Royal Tropical Institute involve an intensive
search for new business relations. In his column in the Financieel
Dagblad newspaper, Roland van der Vorst says that real problems in
the world require an integrated approach that can seldom be
provided by a single specialist. So the trick is to have specialists work
together, and that requires other abilities such as empathy and
communication skills, which is why Van der Vorst concludes that the
new specialist is not a superspecialist but a multispecialist. Housing
estates are often designed for a single target group. Many newly
constructed estates are dominated by child care centres and spring
riders. Once the children have grown up a little they turn into groups

of bored kids hanging around the estate, and later still they might be
lonely pensioners. Other districts are built only for yuppies where, a
few years later, little children don’t have enough room to play. In
terms of nature, a neighbourhood becomes resilient when it has
room for a diversity of residents, functions and facilities. This is why
discussions often take place in the urban planning sector about
homogenous neighbourhoods versus neighbourhoods characterised
by a variety of origins, incomes, cultural backgrounds and living and
working, and it’s why the City of Amsterdam has chosen to develop
the northern bank of the IJ waterway in an organic manner. That
means not immediately drawing up one big plan setting out which
functions and structures should be created for the entire area, but
instead doing this in phases and sections over a longer period. This
allows new insights and emerging target groups to be given a place in
the development of the area.
Some organisations are a monoculture. Take an average department
of a company in the financial sector. The people who work there are
predominantly male, in a specific age group, white and highly
educated. This leads to one-sided behaviour and one-sided decisions.
Men are more inclined to take risks than women are. Women give
greater consideration to the long term and they apply the
precautionary principle more. Research shows that companies with a
successful CSR strategy often have a team with higher gender
diversity. The female approach stands for intuition and connection,
which are needed qualities in a world shaped by centuries of
masculine one-sidedness. So cherish diversity and give it time to
develop. Diversity in relationships, technologies, visions, products,
financiers and in personnel. In organisations, businesses,
neighbourhoods and solution. Remember that dealing with diversity
is a challenge of being able to respect and appreciate differences.
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Perspective 6

The right circumstances

Settling accounts In our society the main focus is on the final result.
It’s all about a quick return on investments; scoring points is an
important motivation in politics. Just as long as we can account for
ourselves. Paul Snabel, the former director of the Netherlands
Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis, defines four key elements:
result, accountability, direction and space. We mostly judge issues on
result and accountability. In doing so we forget to ask which direction
we want to take and what kind of space we receive or give. The
debate on energy and climate is also determined by percentages.
Laws and regulations, and of course enforcement, are defined as a
method and path to realise goals. Visions of the future and space for
experimentation are not often considered.
The focus on accountability is to be found in many areas. We want
SMART results in education as well. The CITO test is the guiding
element in primary education and the final examinations are the
touchstone in secondary education. This means that we learn all
about the culture of settling accounts at an early stage, but it is a
limited view of how the world really works. These forms of result and
accountability say nothing about things like empathy, diligence,
relational ability or creativity.
Determining circumstances In nature, things centre on the space
that exists somewhere and which organisms can find a place there.
Factors like continued existence, growth and development are key in
a continually evolving process. Nature responds to specific
circumstances and makes use of them. This is nicely illustrated by the
development of the Oostvaardersplassen nature reserve. This
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location was originally intended as an industrial park. Due to the
crisis at the time this plan was not realised and the wet area was left
untended for a long time. It turned out to be an ideal environment
for many birds, fish, amphibians and mammals, and even the rare
white-tailed eagle has spontaneously settled here, attracted by the
local conditions. A superb natural area arose without accountable
goals and plans.
The circumstances determine the development of ecosystems. A
location with low average temperatures will give rise to a tundra with
mosses, reindeer and lemmings. If the temperature, humidity and
nutrients are all high, then other species will appear. The Wadden
Sea is the product of seawater and sandbanks, and of the strong
dynamism of the tides, waves, weather and wind. So thanks to the
great variety of conditions on our planet, many different ecosystems
have developed. There are many areas with a unique combination of
plants, animals and materials that together form a complex and
cohesive system. Nature reacts to the circumstances – it is these
conditions that make development possible.
Clothes maketh the man, as the old saying goes, but the conditions
make the ecosystems. In the Netherlands this insight has led to
nature development projects: allowing natural influences to take
effect once more in the floodplains has led to a rich diversity.
Decades ago it seemed that the area around the Ooij Polder in the
eastern Netherlands might one day be suitable as a habitat for the
black stork. This year the wardens of the area have already seen
three examples of this rare and special bird.
Managing by conditions Nature teaches us that managing by
conditions is an effective approach. One nice example of managing

by changing the circumstances is provided by a Stockholm metro
station. Almost everyone exiting the station used the escalator to
climb to ground level, but the flow of metro passengers would be
much more efficient if they were to use the adjacent stairs. A sign
giving instructions didn’t change the behaviour. What worked better
was a modified set of stairs that look like a piano keyboard. When
touched the steps give off the corresponding tone. The passengers
were now happy to use the stairs, and with a smile too. What this
teaches us is that changing the circumstances leads to new
behaviour. This is managing by conditions.
If we as a society want to encourage a shift to sustainable locally
produced energy, we need to create the right conditions for this - so
no temporary and politically uncertain subsidies. What does work is
to lower the price of energy generated this way, or as a municipality
to become a guaranteed customer of the newly created energy
cooperative. So we’re talking about conditions that support this new,
often cooperative enterprise, preferably in a natural manner. This
brings increased returns and that in turn makes people more
enterprising.
One important challenge is to create surroundings that strengthen
innovation, enterprise and social value, with circumstances such as
well-educated or well-trained people, sufficient venture capital,
accessible information and a culture of creativity and confidence. If
this is combined with innovative procurement by government and
market players, then innovation is accelerated. Nature too has its
trendsetters, pioneers, who clear the way for other species to
establish themselves. We see this as a major way of learning from
nature: managing by conditions that enable and strengthen
enterprise.
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Perspective 7

Together strong

Competition weakens Our economic system centres around
competition. This competition leads to impoverishment of
agricultural land, child labour, seas fished empty of fish and
production of broiler chickens. Competition leads to a strong focus
on quantity and a lack of attention to quality. There is not enough
awareness of the big picture. Due to the competition in parts of the
system, responsibility for the greater system disappears. This can
clearly be seen in the problem of overfishing. We have divided the
ocean into little zones, each with its own supervisory system. Within
the zones fishermen compete with each other and an authority
oversees the process, but the zones are also in competition with each
other and the organisations intended to regulate this are weak and
impotent. We also see the adverse effects of competition in our
political system. Differences are emphasised, polarisation is a guiding
principle and short-term thinking, not looking further than four years
ahead, takes priority over the common good.
Collaboration pays off There are relationships in nature that bring a
disadvantage for the life of one of the parties, as with parasites.
Mistletoe and the tapeworm live and grow at the expense of another
organism. Devastating parasites, pests and diseases such as the
plague or malaria have annihilated entire populations, cities and
villages. But relationships in nature are more often based on coexistence and benefit both parties. Birds eat berries and excrete the
remains somewhere else. In this way they get food in exchange for
distributing seeds. A lichen is a permanent collaboration between a
fungus and an alga. The alga possesses chlorophyll which enables
sugars to be produced by means of photosynthesis, while the fungus
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absorbs minerals from the surroundings. This collaboration allows
both parties to grow. Bacteria in the intestines break down tough
plant fibres in exchange for a cosy, protected location and a constant
flow of nutrients. One striking example of a symbiotic relationship
can be found in the sea. On coral reefs, a goby fish often shares a
burrow in the sandy bottom with a shrimp. The shrimp does a lot of
digging to maintain the burrow in which they both live. The fish
hangs around outside the burrow and swallows a morsel now and
again. This also provides food for the shrimp. But the shrimp is blind
and if it strays too far from the burrow, the fish ensures that the
shrimp safely finds its way home again. Nature and evolution more
often produce a co-creating collaboration than a life and death
battle.
Certain fungi in the soil form a network of threads, mycorrhiza, that
are linked to the roots of trees. This connection is a form of
partnership. The fungi ensure that minerals such as iron and
phosphorous can be better absorbed by the tree and in turn, the
trees pass on to the fungi some of the sugars they produce through
photosynthesis. In the case of the Brazil nut tree the network of
collaborative relationships is more complex. This giant tree grows in
the tropical rainforest. In order to reproduce, the Brazil nut tree
depends on three other organisms: a specific species of bee ensures
pollination, an orchid attracts the bees and the agouti, a type of
rodent, lives on the nuts. Without orchids there would be no bees,
without bees there would be no nuts, and without agoutis the hard
nuts would not be cracked. It’s the cracked nuts that provide the
seeds that reproduce the tree. In fact, the need for this unique
interaction means that Brazil nut trees cannot be cultivated
commercially.

Emerging cooperatives People understand the power of
collaboration, too. Cooperative organisations have existed for
centuries. That’s how the water authorities originally came about, for
instance, and the farmers’ cooperatives arose to improve trade. The
dairies they set up still regulate the trade in dairy products and other
agricultural produce. We are now seeing what has recently been
named ‘the renaissance of the cooperative model’. Various carsharing systems are on the rise, such as Green Wheels, Car2Go, and
even sharing one’s own car via Snapcar. Moreover, local energy
cooperatives are being formed in which the participants themselves
receive the clean energy and share any profits. Recently the first
cooperative food market set up by a local community in the
Netherlands was born. Research shows that cooperative models are
better able to withstand the economic crisis. We are witnessing the
rise of the sharing economy.
In the social sector we see initiatives as the Broodfonds (‘Bread
Fund’). This is a disability scheme for the self-employed that presents
an alternative to normal insurance policies and works as a mutual
support fund. Another development based on the ‘together we’re
strong’ principle is family group conferences. This is a concept in
which people with a problem don’t immediately turn to a careprovider but first see how their own social network can contribute to
realising a solution. This even leads to the development of
completely self-organising care cooperatives. However, because
since the Competition Act came into force in 1998, cartels and other
dominant economic positions are forbidden unless approved by the
Dutch Competition Authority. It sounds logical that cartel formation
is not allowed in an economy based on competition, but initiatives
based on collaboration are hindered by such laws. Collaboration in a
circular economy actually requires ‘cartels for good’.
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Perspective 8

The unexpected

A fast world The Trend Speech 2013 asserts that the world is
changing too fast for us to keep describing it in the same words.
Processes are becoming more complex and are increasingly
unpredictable, uncertain and less easy to manage in advance. If we
are to keep pace with the fast-changing context, it’s important to
recognise the unexpected at an early stage, but this is something
people are no longer very good at. Enclosed in houses and offices we
no longer need to be on our guard for the unexpected. We have lost
the ability to respond to changes around us.
There are plenty of methods for process and programme
management, and at least as many theories on this subject. But all
this methodical thinking and our deep-seated belief in the feasibility
of our society are not always useful. We are often completely
surprised by reality. Major infrastructure projects, such as the
construction of the Betuwe Route freight railway, show that longterm plans always turn out very differently than expected - with all
the consequences involved.
It’s tricky to deal with the unexpected. One needs to react at a
differently level. But in daily life we often revert to our reflexes: in an
airliner your first reaction is to put an oxygen mask on your child,
while it’s better to put on your own mask first and then to protect
the child.
Special senses It’s vital for animals to perceive changes in their
surroundings to be able to distinguish between prey, a predator or a
member of their own species and to be able to perceive changes in
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temperature, humidity or light intensity. Animals have all sorts of
special senses for doing this. For instance, bats have big ears to pick
up the ultrasonic sounds that they produce themselves. Using
echolocation the bat detects insects in a dark environment and can
also navigate with great precision. The fennec, a type of desert fox,
has even bigger ears with which it can locate its prey at great
distances. Birds of prey have a special eye construction that allows
them to see many times more sharply than humans. Other animals
don’t need sharp eyesight but must be very good at recognising the
movements of a potential assailant. This is why the compound eyes
of flies, dragonflies and other insects can perceive the slightest
changes in the surroundings. Other special senses include the
feathered antennae of moths for infallibly detecting members of
their own species willing to mate, or the lateral lines of fishes that
enable them to perceive differences in pressure.
Special senses with which these animals receive information from
their surroundings. Many animals are also very good at sensing or
intuiting, especially herd animals. They perceive changes in the
mood, alertness and energy of members of their own species. Let’s
consider horses. The plants they eat may be present in abundance,
but they have to watch out for predators. This means that horses are
always alert to potential danger in their surroundings. Living in the
herd provides safety, because together you can keep better watch
than alone. A horse not only perceives the behaviour of another
horse, but its intention as well. People can sense the same kind of
things, and thus we can feel when the atmosphere in a group
suddenly changes or we sense if someone is trying to conceal
something or not.
In nature plant species have also developed special forms. The
American jack pine has cones that open when a fire passes the tree.

They are well-prepared for the unexpected, but also frequent, forest
fires. Recent research shows that termites inform each other of
unexpected events by ‘headbanging’. Bees adjust their dance to
inform the other workers that the place of and distance to a food
source has changed. There’s no question about this.
Observing and experiencing Our senses ensure that we remain in
contact with the external world and thus with the changes taking
place around us. This begins with being able to listen well. Otto
Scharmer actually distinguishes four kinds of listening: listening in
order to get confirmation, listening in order to contradict, listening in
order to compare and listening in order to create.
Apart from listening, watching is another important sense – after all,
a great part of our communication is non-verbal. That’s why a good
chairperson not only listens to what is being said, but watches
carefully too. Who is leaning back? Who nods approvingly? Which
people are sitting with their arms folded, listening defensively to the
discussion? When you are in a group, try to find out what people
think not by listening to them but just watching them.
In societal terms there is an increasing need for other ways of
listening. This also explains the interest in a method such as systemic
constellation, which is now also being applied within companies.
Other examples are the many ‘silence weeks’ and ‘vision quests’ for
finding inner calm. So it’s not only observing, but also experiencing.
This is the aim in meditation, yoga and mindfulness as well. Physical
tension can be dissolved with relaxation exercises and space is
created for mental awareness. This allows relaxation to be achieved
at the mental level as well, leading to a sense of observant lightness.
With this kind of quiet mind, people are better able to experience
directly in the here and now and to deal with the unexpected.
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Perspective 9

Form and function

New forms needed In Japan, people are working hard to find
tsunami-proof solutions for reconstruction following the disaster a
few years ago. Indonesia is faced with a huge task because in the
foreseeable future 40 per cent of the city will be under 30
centimetres of water. In the Dutch Delta we are seeking new forms
of living on the water. The changes in our physical world require
different designs for our buildings and cities.
Traditional, hierarchically structured organisation forms are
increasingly less appropriate for our Western culture and volatile
society. These changes raise many form-related issues at the
organisational level, too. Government bodies are seeking a new role
that will enable them to respond to the dynamism of society. Large
companies are exploring other business models for their
relationships with their suppliers and customers and companies are
arising that are based on very different form principles.
Form follows function Nature contains a huge diversity of forms
that exist to perform a certain function. An elephant’s ears create an
increased surface through which countless blood vessels flow,
emitting heat to the outside air. Small leaves or thorns reduce the
evaporation surface of a plant and so occur in dry habitats. A zebra’s
stripes, too, have a role in temperature regulation. On the
savannahs, which can become very warm, these animals use the sun
to cool down. The air above the black stripes becomes warmer than
above the white stripes, which creates a slight difference in air
pressure. This difference generates an air flow that cools the zebra
down. Squares are rare in nature, but hexagons are quite common. It
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turns out that hexagons are strong, and an efficient way of using
space and materials. Bees build their honeycomb in hexagons, the
seed cases of plants are elliptical in form and sunflower seeds are
easily stackable hexagons. When basalt cools, it bursts into
hexagonal blocks. If a swelling occurs, then this is solved by a lone
pentagon among the hexagons.
Sometimes an animal changes its form. This new form has a new
function. In the case of a butterfly, the phase as caterpillar is
intended for eating and growing, then a transformation takes place
to a new phase centring on reproduction. A different form is more
suitable for this phase – a form that doesn’t eat, that can fly and that
is focused on the other sex; in other words, a butterfly. Leaves, trees
and other structures in nature have a functional form, often a fractal.
Examples of fractals include branching of trees and blood vessels, a
meandering river, ferns and ice crystals. To the linear human mind,
the resulting pattern seems random and haphazard. But fractals have
their own laws. They are unpredictable in detail but recognisable as a
whole. Fractals develop in a non-linear and iterative manner. A
second law of fractals is their infinite character. The determining
pattern repeats itself endlessly and can be found on a scale from the
very small to the very large. This is why the structure of atoms
resembles that of solar systems. Fractals can be regarded as nested
systems, meaning that smaller units are embedded in larger wholes
and that qualities of the small units are retained in the big units - as
with ecosystems that form part of a larger ecosystem.
Forms of organisation in nature are determined by the function of
the group. Here too the form follows the function. Going on a hunt
together requires a different form of organisation than building a
dam together. For the former a strict hierarchy is effective, as with

wolves, but the process of building a dam benefits more from
individual initiative. So beavers are clever, independent and function
well in a simple, flat organisation. Thus hunting works well in a small
group of lions or cheetahs, while defending is easier with large
numbers such as a flock of birds or a school of fish.
Form in organisations and cities So we see that in nature both
physical and organisational forms relate to their function. In the field
of biomimicry, there are now many examples of product innovations
inspired by nature. But architects, structural engineers and urban
planners, too, are increasingly learning from nature. Keeping in mind
factors such as climate change and earthquakes, they are designing
flexible houses made of bamboo, while in Harare they have learned
from nature and designed a housing block that follows the example
of a termite hill. A cunning system of air channels keeps the interior
of the building cool. In Rotterdam’s city port area, a spherical
building has been constructed on the basis of hexagons and
pentagons. If we build cities based on a hexagonal ground plan then
we dispense completely with intersections and have only T-junctions
instead. This makes traffic clearer and safer for road users. Fractalformed roads, or a rail network based on the form of our blood
circulation, have far fewer intersections than our current
infrastructure. These forms reduce the risk of collisions and of traffic
jams, too. Many organisations need to be fast and flexible in a
constantly changing environment. They don’t benefit from a strictly
hierarchical structure because this slows decision-making processes.
We are increasingly seeing organisational models that imitate cells in
nature: an independent unit with its own management, and
simultaneously connected to a greater whole.
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Perspective 10

Ducks quack

Call for openness The culture of secrecy among banks and other
companies is coming under increasing pressure. Customers wish for
openness about investments and the associated risks. Many
consumers want to know where their food comes from and how it is
produced. The call for transparency is not being adequately
answered by the information on websites and in annual reports. We
want more. Organisations are struggling with both internal and
external communication. They are making agreements about the
exchange of internal information and creating rules about what the
outside world is allowed to know, and what it isn’t. Once this path
has been taken, subsequent incidents usually lead to more rules and
secrecy.
Nowadays the younger generations no longer communicate out on
the street, but on Facebook, Twitter or other social media. Virtually
invisible to the older generations, they know, hear and discuss
almost everything. For them, unstructured sharing of information is
the path to knowledge.
Clear signals and simple rules In nature, communication is about
things like food, enemies, reproduction and status. Communication
promotes confidence in the group. The greater the importance of
something to the group, the more intense and clear the
communication is. If one of the members of a group gives an alarm
signal, for instance, all group members react immediately and
without discussion by heading for a safe place.
The warning signal of the Alpine marmot is a cry, while rabbits thump
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on the ground. Monkeys are clever enough to misuse the ‘cry-wolf’
signal to acquire the food of another member of the group, but this
happens only occasionally because it is in the interest of the group to
react promptly in the face of real danger. A false cry-wolf signal is
often immediately recognised for what it is.
Ducks quack and chatter all at the same time. It would seem that
they’re not listening to each other. We can see this type of
communication among other birds too, such as starlings, parrots and
seagulls. But it turns out that these animals do indeed communicate
with each other and that they continually exchange information. In
fact, they are excellent at distilling out the signals important to them.
Blue tits in Great Britain demonstrated that all this interaction has an
effect on the group’s ability to learn and adapt. In order to get milk,
they pecked holes in the aluminium seals on the bottles delivered to
the doorstep by the milkman. Within a short time all the blue tits in
the country knew this trick. Robins made the same discovery, but
because they live in a territorial and solitary manner, they didn’t pass
on this skill, or only in a very limited way.
A nice example of how simple rules lead to complex actions is
provided by flocks of birds such as starlings. There is no leader and
each individual is important - or you could also say no individual is
important. The simple rules are based on the three phenomena of
separation, alignment and cohesion. In practice this means: don’t
collide, move in the same direction and stay in the group. This, in
combination with their speed and manoeuvrability, leads to
impressive swarm movements.
Cry wolf One important thing we can learn from nature is
recognising a cry-wolf signal. People manipulate messages, and being

able to distinguish the true from the untrue is becoming ever more
important in view of all the information being beamed at us.
False cry-wolf signals, such as ‘Europe is taking away our pensions’,
are communicated with great persuasiveness. We are subjected to
far too many such signals, by blatant advertising, by big newspaper
headlines and of course, the weighty and serious tone of news and
current affairs programmes. False signals can create panic in herds
and among people, but of course a real cry-wolf signal needs to be
taken very seriously.
We also quack and chatter on Facebook and Twitter. We exchange
information continually in a seemingly mixed-up way, everyone at
once. If you are asked about your knowledge, experience or hobby
you immediately become alert. If you don’t immediately spot the
situation yourself, then you get a signal from a retweet or another
source. So in this stream of information we have little difficulty in
deciding what’s important and what isn’t, but it’s also a skill that we
can practice, above all by doing it.
Meetings have a highly structured organisation. The chairperson
directs the proceedings, determines who should speak and who
should not. Our duck-like behaviour could turn our meeting culture
upside down. Consider another working form: by bringing the right
people together in a room, you generate communication and thus
perhaps also action. Compare it to a conference that ends with a
round of drinks. This is where business is done, contacts are made
and opinions are sounded out. Unstructured communication works
as well.
The blue tits teach us that openness will accelerate social learning. By
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being open to other people’s experiences and also to our own,
acquired knowledge is transferred more effectively, so these birds
are well worth imitating. The simple rules of the flock or swarm also
teach us how we can work in a crowd. Simple rules facilitate things
like crowdfunding and an open source approach, such as Wikipedia,
but working with simple rules still presents a challenge to
organisations.
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Natural leadership
Change doesn’t happen by itself Learning from nature in the field of
leadership is not a new idea. Elements of this can be found in Eckard
Wintzen’s cell philosophy. He proposed the creation of organisations
with independently functioning units and with leadership that
supports self-management and personal development. We know that
the sense of belonging is of fundamental importance. As an
individual you contribute to the strength of the group and at the
same time you are part of the group dynamics. Leadership requires
solidarity and connectedness, but people hide behind their egos to
reduce individual vulnerability. As a result they become less
connected with other people and with the whole. Brene Brown has
expressed this aptly in her TED presentation ‘The Power of
Vulnerability’. She says that the challenge for leaders is to create
space in which connections can be re-established and to encourage
members of staff and teams to do the same. A good leader sets a
good example. Transition, transformation, change. Transition
management, culture of change, cultural process. There are plenty of
terms for processes of change and this in itself shows that change
doesn’t happen by itself. Transitions require boldness, courage and
leadership. So how do animals do this? Let’s take one last look at
nature.
Taking care of the group Leaders have to know the way. This is
literally true for migratory birds. The BBC series Earthflight shows
how geese, ducks, storks and cranes form a beautiful V formation on
their journey to their winter quarters or breeding grounds. As they
cover thousands of kilometres in this way, one bird always flies in
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front - but it’s not always the same bird; they regularly switch roles.
There would seem to be simple reasons for this. After all, at the front
of the formation you encounter more wind and you get tired faster.
But that’s not the only reason for the rotating leadership. It seems
that the bird that is familiar with a particular section of the route
tends to fly in front, so this is a natural form of leadership based on
vision and knowledge.
A group of chimpanzees is headed by the alpha male and the alpha
female. The alpha male, as the highest ranked male, has prime
entitlement to food and to sex with the females. Although it might
sometimes seem so, the alpha male does not derive his power
exclusively from his physical strength. A good leader is strong but
also social, as shown by research by the Dutch biologist Frans de
Waal. A good leader ensures that weaker animals also get a share of
the food, separates fighting teenagers and keeps the peace in the
group. Thanks to his mating prerogative his qualities are passed on to
the following generations, which is good for him but above all for the
survival of the group. However, the alpha male is regularly ‘tested’ by
rivals. This testing is a type of democratic process for choosing
leaders.
Many animals live in groups such as herds, packs or families. In such a
group the leader ensures the three key elements for survival: food,
safety and reproduction. The leader of a herd of horses is the one
who confidently leads the herd to a drinking place or source of food.
This is often an experienced mare who knows where calm and free
space can be found, which requires a lifetime of experience. The
stallion takes the role of leader if safety is threatened, positioning
himself between the herd and the danger. His leadership also means
that he is responsible for the great majority of the reproduction.

Sometimes no leader is present at all. This is the case, for instance, in
groups of insects, in flocks of birds and in schools of fish. A bee
colony has a queen but in fact no leaders. Each individual has a task
and carries this out. This may not be very democratic, but it is highly
functional. Sometimes a group functions through collective
leadership, as with ants. The more ants display certain behaviour, the
more other ants will follow them.
Connective leadership An organisation focused on cooperation
instead of competition requires a different form of leadership. A
relationship-oriented manager has a different style to a competitionoriented CEO. A non-hierarchical, relational style puts the emphasis
on networking instead of linear structures, on empowerment instead
of dictating and on giving space instead of predictable results.
Research shows that people choose leaders on the basis of the same
characteristics as among apes. We intuitively explore whether the
person in question is smart enough to lead the group in the right
direction and social enough to serve our own personal interests as
well. The political world lacks cooperative leadership. The goal is to
improve the quality of our society, but the leaders’ focus is on their
own ideology and supporters. In nature making connections is an
important mechanism for survival. The alpha male needs the support
of the others for survival: standing alone is sure to lead to his own
downfall. From horses we learn that it’s not about just one individual,
but that the knowledge, insight and experience of each group
member can provide leadership.
In organisations it is up to the leaders to ensure the three key
survival factors of food, safety and reproduction. Sufficient food,
such as salary and inspiration for the team members, as well as a
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sufficient market and customers. Safety for employees in terms of
personal well-being and job security. Space for reproduction and
growth of ideas and products. Space for the development of
knowledge and the inflow of new people.
What we can learn most from nature is the power of the connections
that together form a system. Connecting, that’s what nature is about.
People often translate this into whether one feels connected or not,
whether a feeling of solidarity exists. So to the three key survival
elements of food, safety and reproduction, we can add another:
connection.

organisations, in projects or in your own profession. We have
described them briefly in order to give you the essential ideas,
because ultimately each situation is different and you have to find
your own path. For us nature and its ecology, is more than just a
source of inspiration. It is also a source of knowledge. Read more if
you want, but above all try things out! Take the initiative, work
together with others and seek a suitable approach based on
perspectives provided by ecomimicry.

To conclude Various types of leadership exist in nature, depending
on the circumstances. So ask yourself which function leadership has
in a specific situation. There is little point in copying examples from
nature, but it is useful to consider what the leader should do or
should be under the circumstances at hand. That’s what it’s all about.
Also ask yourself what any disadvantages might be. Collective
leadership, for instance, can lead to a watering down, a flattening,
because the weighing up of interests is driven individually (the option
with the most votes wins). People too sometimes have organisations
which don’t have a leader at all, but where a shared goal provides an
important motor for the organisation. This can often be seen in
NGOs, neighbourhood associations and other groups that work
towards a goal on the basis of enthusiasm and commitment. With
this ‘invisible leadership’ the qualities of the group can be put to use,
and the better this collaboration functions, the more powerful the
organisation.
In this booklet we have provided ten perspectives that may inspire
you to shape processes differently. Processes at the societal level, in
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